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first year students to a college
career steeped in serving the
community.
CILSA student leaders, along
with WoW leaders, led the
Justher Gutuerez ovenev tne
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BY GABI REYES-ACOSTA
NEWS EDITOR

Everyone remembers his or
her first weekepd of college-the
nervous feelings and the fear
that one would never make any
friends, let alone have fun, at
this new and frightening school.
The Weekend ofWelcome, where
Orientation Leaders and other
programs on campus strive to
let new students know that they
are welcome at Saint Mary's, is
vital in combating the initial nervousness of a new college career.

A vital part of the Weekend of
Welcome (also known as WoW) is
the Weekend of Welcome Saturday of Service, sponsored by the
Catholic Institute for Lasallian
Social Action (CILSA).
For many first year Saint
Mary's students, this day long
community service opportunity is their first opportunity to
engage in service while at Saint
Mary's. This annual event, part
of the year long Saturdays of Service which are generally offered
monthly by CILSA, had a dual
purpose. Firstly, it exposed many

young students, most of whom
have only recently left high
school and home, to the importance of service and awareness
of the communities that they will
be surrounded by in their years
at Saint Mary's.
One of the groups, for example, took dozens of students
to Raimondi Park in Oakland,
where students helped clean
and rehabilitate a park that sees
heavy use by the residents in the
neighborhood. Another group
visited the Alameda Point Collaborative, where students, in

(Courtesy Magaly Garcia)

collaboration with The Urban
Farmers, cleaned and harvested
fruits and vegetables that would
eventually end up in the hands

of someone who needed it. One
of the groups even stayed close
to home, making materials for
Oakland preschools in Hagerty
Lounge. Although the many
activities varied, they all bore
a similar theme in introducing

events by bringing together all
the participants in a brief orientation before groups split up for
the day. President Donahue and
his wife also took part, traveling
and serving with students and
the community. He even spoke
during the brief orientation,
telling students of his excitement to work with them, and

(Courtesy Ma,galy Garcia)

encouragmg them to pursue the
kinds of social justice programs
that CILSA offers in the future.
At the materials creation event
in Hagerty Lounge, a small group
of students gathered at tables,

see NEW SERVICE, page 3
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increased presence on Face book
and Twitter, expanded our reader base in the rise of our younger
generation seeking news in
shifting media. With these accomplishments, The Collegian
now enters the new semester,
seeking to continue doing what
we do best: producing the news
that is relevant and important
to the Saint Mary's community.
With the beginning of the
school year, The Collegian now
has a newly redesigned website.
This new, cleaner layout offers
easier navigation and readability; sharing and leaving comments on articles will also be
easier now as well, as readers can
now comment by signing in with
their Facebook and Twitter accounts. In addition to the rede-

sign of our website, we have also
created a new advertisements
campaign for The Collegian,
intended to speak directly to
the interests of the Saint Mary's
community.
But while we've made several
changes to make ourselves more
approachable and as widely
available as possible, what truly
matters is our content and our
devotion to our readers, which
remains unchanged. We firmly
believe that informing Saint
Mary's with relevant, truthful
news and information can be a
positive force in our community,
as it has been for 111 years. This
year, our staff will wholeheartedly uphold this long-held tradition of honesty, integrity, and
sincerity.

Everyone at The Collegian
is passionate about the paper
and expanding our impact on
campus. Students have a right
to have their voices heard in the
paper, which is what The Collegian excels at providing. We
are a student-run paper for the
students of Saint Mary's, so we
extend the invitation to all students to take the chance to write
about what moves them-be it
a concern about something on
campus, a world event, or the
latest musical movement. The
writers, photographers, and editorial staff members anticipate
another exciting year at The Collegian, and we hope to continue
the tradition of producing the
information that is most important to our community.

P.O. Box 4407
Moraga, CA 94575
208 Ferroggiaro Hall

As Autumn approaches and
the new school year commences,
The Collegian begins its lllth
year at Saint Mary's. While this
newspaper has experienced
some turbulent times in its
history, the editorial staffs of
recent years have proven that
we are relevant and play an extremely important role in the
Saint Mary's Community. This
continuing editorial staff into
this year is no different. Last
year, we unveiled a complete redesign of the print edition of The
Collegian. Even more exciting
than that was the arrival of our
new website which, along with

www.stmaryscollegian.com
Email: smccollegian@gmail.com

Meet the team behind the scenes: your Collegian editors
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The Collegian would be nothing
without the people who work
hard every week and every day to
bring the Saint Mary's community a paper worth reading. From
our writers to our editors, The
Collegian is built by the people
who love it. Come in, voice your
opinion, and look closer.

Isabella Hayden, Business Manager
Isabella is a sophomore Business
Major who only recently joined
The Collegian family. As Business Manager, she is in charge
of managing the colossal and
confusing Collegian budget and
advertisement system. Out of all
the editors, she is probably the
best at math.

She's been with The Collegian
since her freshman year and is
known to spend every waking
hour talking about the News
section. She is also a Jumpstart
Team Leader, and is known to
have the best hair at Saint Mary's

AUDREYAGOT
Chief Copy Editor
SHAWNY ANDERSON
Faculty Advisor
GABI REYES-ACOSTA
News Editor
MATT RINGARD
Culture Editor
MAHSA DINYARI
Detour Editor
DANIEL CONMY
Sports Editor
ANDREW NGUYEN
Chief Photographer

Charlie Guese, Editor-in-Chief
Charlie is a junior Communication Major and a

r nch

Matt Ringard, Opinion Editor
Matt is a junior Communications

inor,

and has been active with The
Collegian since his freshman year
at Saint Mary's. He hails from
Colorado, is passionate about
journalism, and is often caught
listening to Beck while wearing
Ray Bans.
Sara DeSantis, Editor-in-Chief
Sara is a junior English Major and
an Environmental Studies Minor.
She is from San Diego and really
wants to own all the cats. She
started out at The Collegian in
her freshman year.

MajorandEngli h

Audrey Agot, Chief Copy Editor
Audrey is a junior English Major
who is also an adviser at the Center for Writing Across the Curriculum, and a student worker at
the office of Leadership Studies.
Audrey has been writing for The
Collegian since her sophomore
year, and is often compared to
Beyonce in attitude and general
fanciness.

Gabi Reyes-Acosta, News Editor
Gabi is a senior English Major
and Creative Writing Emphasis.

TheCollegianistheofficialn\'wspaperofSaint
Mary'sCollege, publishedweekly,exceptduring
examination periods and academic recesses.
The Collegian reserves the right to hold and edit
all submitted materials, solicited and unsolicited. The Collegian's Editorial Board is comprised
of all oversight staff members. Other opinions
expressed are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, its contributors and/ or advertisers.
Advertisers do not necessarily reflect the view
of The Collegian. The Collegian strives for accuracy and fairness in the reporting of news. If
a report is wrong or misleading, a request for a
correction or clarification may be made.

snapsh0 ts

"To act upon one's convictions
while oth ers wait,
To create a positive f orce in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to p eople
when it wasn't available before,
To offer those who want it,
a choice-"
-TED TURNER

(Chris Hernandez/Collegian)

The Collegian editors.

Daniel Conmy, Sports Editor
Daniel is a sophomore Communication Major who jumped
headfirst into his role as Sports
Editor. Daniel is also one of the
more normal Collegian editors
and is exceptionally passionate about sports. Some people
wonder if he isn't actually a
professional baseball player
who is moonlighting as a college
student.

inorwhohas

been writing and working for The
Collegian since his sophomore
year. He is passionate about all
his endeavors and always a good
resource for a strong opinion or
a restaurant referral.
Andrew Nguyen, Chief Photographer
Andrew is ajunior Integral major
who has been photographing for
The Collegian for a year. He is an
RA and backpaked around the
world with a llama this summer.

Mahsa Dinyari, Culture Editor
Mahsa is a junior English Major
and Communication Minor, avid
dancer, and overall fun person.
She spent this last summer interning at Diablo Magazine and
is easily the most normal of all
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NEW SERVICE: Freshmen start a college career steeped in service
continued from page 1
cutting and gluing materials
that would be used by Jumpstart
Corps members in Oakland preschools. Most of the participants
had never heard of Jumpstart, an
early childhood literacy program
that places college students in
under-served preschools and
allows them to equip children
with a head start in their education. The students' time helping during Saturday of Service
went beyond mere arts and
crafts, instead allowing them to
understand that this one day of
service had a ripple effect that
reverberated all the way back to
the children in Oakland, children
who would never get to meet the
people who helped make their
learning experience easier and
more fun.
The ideaofSaturdayofService,
especially the annual Weekend of
Welcome Saturday, is immersed
in the idea that inspiring people
to work for others and gain ex-

perience with individuals who
live vastly different lifestyles is
only the beginning in a life lived
in service to others. Whether the
first year students were harvesting fruits, painting a fence, or
simply tying yarn into necklaces,
they learned the importance
of expanding their experiences
and their minds. "I think it's
important for freshman to do
this," Jumpstart Team Leader
Rachel Gacerez said of Saturday
of Service, "because they realize
that there are so many areas near
Moraga that need help and need
service, and Moraga is such a
privileged place they don't realize that there are other places
that exist... that they'll be living
here for four years and they get
to see that social justice is something that they should be active
in." For the first year students,
it was a day of opening eyes,
making friends, and becoming
aware- all on their first Saturday
at Saint Mary's College.

Campus
Calendar
(Courtesy Magaly Garcia)

Fall Play Auditions
Majors Only: September 5
6:30-10

Recreation Center fall update
BY CHARLIE GUESE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Saint Mary's officials and students who will still be on campus
in 2015 have a reason to celebrate.
As a follow-up to our May 14
story, the town of Moraga has
issued Saint Mary's a building
permit for the planned Alioto
Recreation Center, according to
College Communications.
The project was announced
with much fanfare in early 2011,
and Saint Mary's even held a
groundbreaking ceremony at the
site last year. While the college
was able to grade the site, the
building permit that allows Saint
Mary's to actually begin construe-

tion on the building was held in
the endless rounds of city, county,
and state oversight, much to Saint
Mary's chagrin.
The new Alioto Recreation Center, named after the Saint Mary's
alumni who was later elected
mayor of San Francisco, will act
as a further advancement of Saint
Mary's athletic facilities, with a
new fitn s center. a wimming

pool, and indoor sports fields. The
second phase of the project, which
is set to begin construction at a yet
to be determined date, will also
add a baseball stadium around
Louis Guisto baseball field.
The newly-issued building permit does not include the many
other required permits, such as

Student Involvement Fair
Wednesday, September 4
11:30am-2:00pm
Ferrogiaro Quad
Contact SIL
X4704

All others: September 8
6-10
Lefevre Theater
Contact Prof. Rebecca Engle
x4159

the certificate of occupancy, but
construction crews have now
on the 50,000 square foot student
recreation center. The College
Communications press release
states that Saint Mary's expects
to finish construction in February 2015. This announcement and
timeframe is consistent with what
officials told The Collegian in various interviews in May.
Saint Mary's also says that it
will begin the expansion of the
commuter parking lot, temporar-

will be closed and converted into
a staging area. Once the baseball
stadium is completed at a later
date, it will permanently occupy
the current baseball field parking
lot. Publicly accessible town documents in Moraga show that once
all plans are built out including
the current 59-space expansion
of the commuter lot, the campus
will see a total increase in 15 parking spaces.

Saint Mary's summer catch-up
BY GABI REYES-ACOSTA
NEWS EDITOR

This summer, while most students enjoyed lazy days in the swimming
pool or worked hard the local coffee shop, Saint Mary's was abuzz with
action. Here are some of the events that happened this summer:

Women in Technology Gain New Funding
It was announced in June that Facebook, beloved by most college students, has bestowed $25,000 to Saint Mary's for women who seek careers
in technology. Disbursed in $5,000 a year increments for five years, it will
bring scholarships to women in a field that is often overpowered by men.
These scholarships, besides providing funding, also builds a connection to
Facebook and Saint Mary's, a connection that is especially relevant as hundreds of students graduate and seek jobs and internships in the extremely
competitive technology field.

We're always looking for new writers. Our weekly
storyboard meeting every Monday at 6pm in
Dante 120 is a lively event allowing you to interact
with the editorial staff and to give your unique
voice a broad audience. For more information,

look closer at stmaryscollegian.com.

Look closer.

\!tbe QCollegian

Professor Abildskov Leads Workshop
Professor MarilynAbildskov, of the Saint Mary's MFA in Creative Writingprogram and the English Department, led aone-daymemoirworkshop
that sought to equip participants with the knowledge and confidence to
pursue the writing of their own story, which are often the most difficult
stories to tell. Participants were advised to make a donation of at least $100
to the MFA Scholarship Fund, money that will help other writers seeking
tolearnmorebutcannoteasilyaffordtheprogram. Thedaylongworkshop
was heldAugustl7 in the Intercultural Center.
Hass Wins PEN Literary Award
Robert Hass, former U.S. Poet Laureate and Saint Mary's Alumnus, was
the winner of the 2013 Diamonstein-Spielvogel Award for his essay collection entitled "What Light Can Do." The award, which came with great
prestige and a $10,000 prize, furthered recognized the impact that Hass
has made in the literary world. Besides his long history of award winning
poetry, such as a Pulitzer Prize and a National Book Award, Hass also
teaches English at University of California, Berkeley.

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
E-mail us with the details
of your event at:
smccollegian@gmail.com
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
College is a
time to explore,
not a time to
be unhappy

I

Living on campus is expensive, but favorable
BY TORI STRINGER
STAFF WRITER

t's no secret that living on campus
is an expensive and rare commodity; just attaining on campus
housing is a circus. Every year,
the chaotic lottery process leaves
many students disappointed and
scrambling to find shelter for their
next year at Saint Mary's. Though
Moraga is not the cheapest city to
live in, there are still more affordable off-campus options for students. However, is it really worth it?
Despite high costs, there are
many advantages to living on campus. In most classes there is always
that one student who shows up
late because he or she was having
trouble finding parking. Not only
do students who live off campus run
the risk of not finding parking, but
they also have to get up earlier so
they can leave a cushion of time to
allowforanyunforeseen traffic and
parking issues. That doesn't sound
so fun for people with classes at
eight in the morning-not to mention the base issue that students
who live off campus need to own
cars. While it seems that a lot of
Saint Mary's students do own cars,
there are many who do not and, for
those students, living off campus
is really not an option unless they
want to ride a bike or try to catch
the bus.

I

BY SARA DESANTIS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

hen you begin your first
year in college, departing
your comfortable bed and your
mother's delicious cooking, it
seems like you constantly have
to make choices. Should I have
my bed mid-rise or lofted?
Should I take Studio Art or Intro
to Sociology? Should I start my
homeworknoworwatchcatvideos on Youtube for five hours?
And then, of course, the big
question: your major. For many
people, the most stress-inducing, self-questioning decision
they make in college will be
choosing their major. People
constantly want to know what
you are studying, Mom and Dad
may be pressuring you into going Pre- Law, or you may have
read in an article that said a
certain major will bring you the
most money. So you tie yourself
down, denying yourself the opportunity to take African Dance
because you have to focus on
your Calculus. Do not do this.
With your newly gained independence from home, you may
think that you have to commit to
any decision you make without
changing your mind. College,
especially your freshman year

W

--------=

Opposing Opinions: Tackling the housing quandary

of co1Je e, is not supposed to be

four years of your life where you
constantly tie yourself down to
choices that you feel pressured
into making. College is a time
to experiment, to learn about
yourself and your place in the
world.
You will never know your hidden affinity for Finance if you
force yourself to take Biochemistry. Similarly, how can you
discover your passion for Zoology when you commit yourself
to only studying Psychology?
Even though you may pledge
to one academic path in college, you can never truly excel
in something you do not love.
When you find something that
you are passionate about, you
are more likely to throw yourself wholeheartedly into your
research, lectures, and grades.
Without that zeal to learn, you
cannot produce your best work.
And when you graduate from
college in a major that you never
truly learned to Jove, you'll be
in competition for work with
other people who devoted themselves to something they prized.
Employers seek well-rounded
individuals who are proud of
their education and took the
time to experience multiple
areas of study.
If you have entered college
with a major that makes you
happy and could not even think
about changing it, then stick
with it. The point of this article
is not to convince you to change
your major. The point is to remind new and present students
that this is one of the few times
in your life where you can try
something completely new, and
that it is okay to change your
mind if you find something that
moves you.

Living off campus is cheaper, but demanding

lived on campus; however, while it
sounds spectacular, there are other
costs to factor in. Living on campus
comes with the gift of cable, Internet access, water, and electricitythings people living off campus have
topayforthemselves. Thesefactors
can suddenly raise a low rent cost to
sky-high levels and leave students to
question whether it really is a better
deal thanjustpayingthe cost to live
on campus.
The biggest issue with living off
campus is simply finding a place to
live. Every student looking off campus is fighting every other student
doing the same, and Moraga is not
a very large town. There is also the
issue offinding people to live with,
whichmaynotseemlikeanobstacle
for some until it comes down to
dividing rent and finding a place
everyone likes and can afford. These
problems lead to months of endless
searching, looking at places, and
discussion with prospective roommates. The stress can really take its
toll on students, who already have
a lot on their plates to worry about.
What it all boils down to is the
issue of convenience. Though convenience comes at a price, it is well
worth it to most students. Students
continue to make the choice to live
on campus because they are close
to their classes and friends and they
don't have to spend hours searching
for housing and worrying whether
or not they will find it. The ease of
living on campus is clearly worth

on campus, or to live off campus.
Generally, students shy away from
living off campus at first because the
idea of paying rent makes them uneasy, whereas living on campus and
being able to walk to class seems to
be better and more convenient. But
this is not always the case.
Living off campus is usually
cheaper than what a student pays
to live on campus. The usual situation for a student living on campus
is that he or she is in a double room
for$7,450andhaveal4mealplanfor
$6,050, whichallcomesouttoabout
$13,500 a school year. For a student
that lives off campus, their rent is
maybe $750 per month-$9,000 for
a 12-month lease-and groceries
cost up to $200/month-$2,400
for 12 months-which sums up to
$11,400. On average, a student could
save up to approximately $2,000
a school year by living off campus.
Plus, paying for housing and meals
up front means that students pull
out more loans, thus having to pay
more money back later on. Students
living off-campus make monthly
payments for rent, a more gradual,
steady, and manageable payment
system for most. In addition, living
off campus comes with more freedom and independence. There are
no room checks by your RA and no

pus means you have more options
to choose where and with whom
you live. Plus, the amenities are a
lot more upgraded than on campus
housing. Lastly, the walls are not paper thin, so you do not have to worry
about your neighbors' noise level.
Of course, there are downsides to
living off campus. You can no longer
reap the benefits of free cable and
Wi-Fi and having someone come
in weekly to bring you toilet paper
and spray down your bathroom.
Living off campus means that your
friend, class, or an already prepared
meal is no longer just a walk away
from where you live. Finally, you are
forced to wake up much earlier than
you would normally have ifyou lived
oncampusjusttofindparkinginone
of the dreadful commuter lots.
In the end, all of the downsides
become realities one learns to deal
with in the future when you leave
college, and living off campus becomes one of the better experiences
tohavehadinlife.Livingoffcampus
gives a person that sense of stepping
into adulthood and doing things on
his or her own and just for him or
herself. Also, pushing through the
challenges prepares students for
the future by molding them into
a more independent and strongwilled people earlier on. Plus, living
off campus gives a huge break witl1
paying back all the loans taken out
just to afford a good education. All
in all, living off campus is a much
better and more beneficial option

more than the high cost of living.

strict quiet hour . Livin off can1-

than students may think.

BY SHELLEY DELA CRUZ
STAFF WRITER

\A /hen in college, a typical stuY Y dent has two options: to live

BART strike: Can we find a solution to the debate?
J

Public divides over the conflict between worker's rights and the need for a BART update
BY WILLIAM LANE
STAFF WRITER

his summer's BART strike was
a headache for everyone. By
shutting down a key transit system,
the strike disrupted thousands of
workers' commutes, cost the region
at least $73 million per day, and
placed an overwhelming burden on
other transportation systems. As I
learned the hard way, it even altered
the schedules and routes of the AC
Transit bus system. So, what should
we make of this?
The strike began the way most
do: with a contract dispute. The
union demanded a 23% pay raise,
pointing out that the workers
hadn't received a raise since 2009
and that BART now hada budgetary
surplus. The BART board insisted
that the surplus needed to go to
modernizing the system's aging
infrastructure. Their final offer was
a much smaller raise over four years
combined with increased worker
contributions to health and other
benefits. Last minute negotiations
failed, and the strike began on
midnight, July 1, bringing BART
to a halt.
After four days of disruption,
the two sides agreed to a 30-day
stopgap extension of their previous contract. However, negotiators
were still unable to reach an agreement, and at the end of July, a
second strike loomed. At the last
minute, Governor Brown intervened, blocked the strike, and subsequently obtained a court-ordered
60-day "cooling off" period, which
we are still in. When that ends, a
third standoff is all too likely.

T

Courtesy of sfexaminer.com

A series of polls from early August indicate that the public sides
with the management. Survey USA
found that 44% of respondents felt
that management had made a better case, versus 19% for the union.
The Bay Area Council meanwhile
found that respondents generally
do not think the workers need any
raises. 53% said thatthe employees
who make on average $60,000 a
year plus overtime and benefits are
already "overcompensated."
However, are the union's demands so unreasonable? While, it
is true that BART employees are
among the best-paid transit workers in the nation, they also live in
one of the nation's most expensive
regions. The Oakland-based Insight
Center for Community Economic
Development estimates that a
family of four would have needed
at least $74,341 to live comfortably

in the Bay Area, well ahead of the
BART workers' $60,000. That other
people earn even less does not diminish the problem. Yet at the same
time, BART's infrastructure is still
over 40 years old, so the managerial
position isn't unreasonable either.
My problem with the BART
strike (and the public's reaction) is
that it fueled the idea that the union
and managers have to be engaged
in a zero-sum game involving a
minute amount of funding. Does
it have to be this way? I personally
believe that, surplus or no surplus,
BART shouldn't have to choose
between providing living wages
and modernizing a decades old rail
system. What we need is a bigger
budgetary pie overall for BART and
other public services.
Where would the additional
revenue come from given the economy? Although wemightnotfeelit

as college students struggling to pay
bills, the Bay Area is undergoing
another economic boom. Property
values and tech stocks are soaring,
bringing in immense wealth to the
local economy in general, and to
the privileged property owners and
tech magnates in particular. The
rising tide has not lifted all boats,
however, as increasing property
values have made life more difficult
for the working class. Driven out of
the central Bay Area by rising rents,
lower income families are forced
to rely more and more on BART in
order to reach the jobs that make
their employers rich. Therefore, I
think it would be reasonable to tax
the wealthiest individuals here to
help support the BART workers. It
is only fair to ask those who have
reaped the rewards to help support
the people-and the system-which
made them wealthy.
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OPINION
A proposal for
engagement
BY SARA DESANTIS

BY CHARLIE GUESE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

n your first week of college, numerous clubs and organizations
will inundate you, trying to get you
to sign up for their groups. And do I
expect you to sign up for these when
you can't even find Fillipi Academic
Hall? Well, yes, yes I do. It's called
engagement and you may not realize
it, butitis oneofthereasonsyouare
attending this college. If you didn't
want to get involved, then you could
have stayed home and taken online
classes.
Okay, before you pack up your
twin XL sheets and go home, think
aboutwhat it can mean foryou (yes,
this is really all about you) to get involved with an organization or two.
You will have the power to define the
cultureofthecampus. Youwillavoid
the likelihood of being irrelevant.
You will actually boost your G.PA
A college without engaged students is no more than a soulless
institution of less-than-higher
learning. That learning becomes
a passive experience for students
and faculty alike and education
atrophies because students cannot
bring real life experience into the
classroom. Your journalism class
has no context until you understand the actual process of getting
something to press; your sociology
text is meaningless until you spend
a day in an inner city woman and
children's center.
You do have opinions, don't you?
They could be on race, religion, gender; they could be about something
as large as the planet or as focused
as what is happening on campus.
If you have an opinion, where can
you promote it except through
an organization that shares your
philosophy? The point is that you
cannot be isolated or segregated
unless you allow that to happen.
The Saint Mary's community is
prettyvaried and the college has allowed for all types of organizations
to exist in order to meet the needs
of the spectrum of students here.
Take advantage of that opportunity
and you avoid being marginalized.
Involvement allows you to be part
of something bigger than yourself
while maintaining your individualism.
It is true that at college you have a
lot more time to stalk a fellow classmate's Facebook, kill zombies in Call
of Duty, nap, and watch your grades
fall as a result of those activities. All
of these may seem like good options,
except when the last one happens.
Say goodbye to your scholarships,
your parents' good graces, and your
self-esteem. What happened there
was a serious lack of time management skills. Not that you should
overload your schedule either, but
too much time on your hands feeds
procrastination and there is no way
you can succeed through avoidance.
Plus, your professor may see that
you have some real world experiences to talk about during class
discussions.
You are not defined by the label of
Freshman, Transfer, or Upperclassman. You are defined and succeed by
how you create yourself. And you
do that by creating an environment
that you determine for yourself.
Involve yourself in something challenging, exciting or just simply fun
and you will build the life you want.
Engage yourself.

I

US wants to
airstrike an Arab
nation with no
support or exit
strategy-what
could go wrong?
recent memory, former U.S.
George W. Bush isn't
IthenPresident
only one to have campaigned
on a humble foreign policy only to
egregiously maximize the power
of the executive branch. So has
current President Barack Obama.
Perhaps the Bush era is already losing its place in many
Americans' minds, but it was not
a strong period for U.S. foreign
policy. The September 11, 2001
attacks undoubtedly changed the
dynamics ofU.S.-Middle East relations, but Bush led the country
into an occupation of Afghanistan
that continues to this day, misled
the American public and our allies
into the Iraq invasion, and began
torturing prisoners at Guantanamo Bay and military bases
without due process in violation
of habeas corpus, among many
other embarrassing atrocities.
With the U.S. public gradually
feeling more and more alienated
with the lame duck president,
bama handilywon the 2008
election with much fanfare and
optimism. His inspiring March
2009 speech in Cairo, along with

PROTESTORS gathered outside Secretary of State John Kerry's home in Boston on Saturday in protest of an airstrike on Syria. President Obama made
a speech the same day telling the American public that he will seek Congressional approval for the strike. (WCVB via Twitter)

campaign promises such as those
declaring the closure of Guantanamo, gave hope to those who
aren't warmongers or Halliburton shareholders that perhaps
the U.S. might become a force for
positive change in the world once
again. His receiving of the Nobel
Peace Prize was a surprise to even
himself, but to many, including
myself, our then-presiden t-elect's
rhetoric of a more nuanced, informed, and intelligent form of
foreign policy and understanding
of the Middle East seemed like it
was making genuine progress.
Nearly five years later, Obama
has failed to deliver in many of
lils promises. Guantanamo Bay
is still in operation while the
Bagram Airfield looks to be to
Obama what Guantanamo was to

Bush, troops continue to fight on
in Afghanistan, and Obama's staff
meets every Tuesday to decide
which military-age males in Yemen and other countries in the
region will be killed by a drone
strike that week. Meanwhile,
this weekend, Obama is seeking
congressional approval to authorize a strike on Syria for Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad's use
of chemical weapons on civilians
- a violation of U.N. law. Ironically, the U.S. is prepared to strike
in bypassing the U.N. Security
Council for punishing another
nation for using chemical weapons, while the U.K.'s Parliament
voted against British support of
an airstrike. Even more puzzling
is the evidence showing that Syrian rebels have also engaged in

There's more than one opinion to every story.
That's why we offered several perspectives to
the Gaelapalooza Starting Six fallout. For more
information, look closer at stmaryscollegian.com.

Look closer.
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using chemical warfare and illegal
nerye gasses, as well as the fact
_that even Al-Qaeda wants to see
Assad removed from office. Is the
U.S. really fighting on the same
side as Al-Qaeda?
What becomes even more astounding in the Syrian affair of
the last two weeks is that some
of the most pacifist voices have
now become voices advocating for
warfare. Secretary of State John
Kerry, who vehemently opposed
the Vietnam War and unsuccessfully ran for president in 2004
with opposition to the Iraq war,
has appealed to the American
public to allow the U.S. to kill innocent Syrian civilians with an
airstrike under the paradoxical
falsity that warfare can be justified for humanitarian purposes.
If the reversal of traditionally
Republican and Democrat voices
in Washington is any indication,
politicians, including our president, are more likely to be concerned with politics than they are
grounded in American principle.
The American people, however,
have given reason to be optimistic that perhaps this misguided
Syrian airstrike may not come to
fruition, as the American people
are smart, or at least smarter
than they were in 2003. An NBC
poll shows that more than half of
Americans do not want to see an
airstrike on Syria.
It is a shame that some of
the lunacy in the Republican
party that has clouded most of
Obama's presidency has also
overshadowed the much-needed
intelligent, warranted criticism
of Obama's changing foreign
policies in light of a year that has
uncomfortably reminded too
many of the Bush era in 2002
and 2003. The Onion is a satirical
newspaper, though it has recently
shown to have developed a more
consistent editorial voice, and it
is sometimes in satire that we can
poignantly summarize complex
issues. A recent Onion editorial from a fake Bashar al-Assad
says, "If you (the U.S.) don't do
anything about it, thousands of
Syrians are going to die. If you do
something about it, thousands of
Syrians are going to die."

The Collegian's letter policy:
Letters to the editor may be emailed to smccollegian@gmail.com or submitted on line at stmaryscollegian.com for the print version of The Collegian. Please sign your letter with your full name and, if applicable, your year in school and/or title.
Anonymous letters are rarely, if ever published.
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CULTURE
Bay Area, San Diego concerts kick off the summer
One Direction connects with fans
BY MAHSA DINYARI
CULTURE EDITOR

The fact that the July concert
was completely sold out says it
all, as the world's famous boy band
returned for their second year in
a row with their reputable album
entitled "Take Me Home." The
boys brought as much energy as
the hundreds of shrieking preteen girls filling Oakland's Oracle
Arena, but before so, the show
opened with Australian boy band
5 Seconds of Summer. As they are
growing in popularity by the minute, their hit "Heartbreak Girl"
won the hearts of everyone in the
audience. They didn't fail to pump
everyone up for lD's anticipating
entrance.
When the five boys finally came
out, the energy only increased as
the concert progressed. The boys

played new songs like "Rock Me,"
and also played some of their old
hits like "One Thing" and "What
Makes You Beautiful." They ended
with an impressive second-ever
performance of their newest
single, "Best Song Ever," which
almost everyone sang along to.
Besides the variety of songs and
the energy that the boys had, the
highlight of the night was the stage
change. Oracle is a huge concert
space, and for those who could not
afford front row tickets, it could
be difficult to see the performers.
However, halfway through their
performance, the boys were lifted
into the air and moved to a small,
quaint stage closer to the back of
the area. Audience members who
only dreamed to have closer seats
were speechless in awe, as Harry,
Niall, Louis, Zayn, and Liam made

www.livejournal.com

a massive effort to reach out to every single person at their concert.
It was a night filled with positive

Mumford & Sons captivates audiences with heartfelt show
BY SARA DESANTIS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Murmurs swept toward the
dark stage as thousands of San
Diegans waited for the show to
begin. Suddenly, a hush went over
the crowd as the quiet strum of a
guitar washed over the sold-out
auditorium. The lights turned on,
illuminating the packed venue and
the band that everyone had waited
to see: Mumford & Sons.
Since Mumford & Sons' debut in
2007, the band has gained a strong
following, won numerous awards
for their music, and established
themselves as experts in crafting
unique folk music with rich melodies and lyrics. Their lively show
in San Diego proved how much
the band has matured. Two years
ago, at the Not So Silent Night
music series held in Oakland, the
band was much more subdued,
and admitted that they were
overwhelmed by the enormous
audience in the stadium.
However, it was a different band
standing in front of thousands of
screaming fans at the Sleep Train
Amphitheater in San Diego; a

band went seamlessly from the their songs with theidea thatthey
gentle melody of"Ghosts That We would be engaging large audiences
Knew" to the foot-stomping clas- - the songs were big and anthemic
sic "Little Lion Man." The band for packed stadiums and, paired
played for over two hours, opening with the expert stage lighting,
with "Lover's Eyes," which built primed the concert into one big
up the exhilaration of the crowd folk festival. All the same, it was
through its progression of soft Marcus Mumford's singularly
melodies to a monstrous climax. · brilliant voice that was still able
Their varied concert track list to convey the deep thought and
combined songs from both of their heart put into each of their songs.
acclaimed albums, Sigh No More
The band demonstrated their
and Babel, which allowed the amazing cohesiveness, ending the
British foursome to display their concert with an encore where they
versatility with multiple instru- all sang Bruce Springsteen's 'Tm
ments. Keyboardist Ben Lovett On Fire" to a completely silent and
easily switched to the accordion captivated amphitheater before
while Winston Marshall and Ted flawlessly segueing into their
Dwane traded in their respective rendition of Simon & Garfunkel's
banjo and acoustic bass for elec- "The Boxer." As the audience
tric guitars. Marcus Mumford, cheered for the excellent expresleader of the "sons," strummed sion of the band's vocal harmony,
his guitar and simultaneously kept Marcus Mumford thanked the
crowd for coming and dove right
the beat with a bass drum.
Even though the band could not in to the unabashed revelry of
fit in all of the songs from their two "The Cave." With the final set of
epic albums, they still packed the songs finished, Mumford & Sons
concert with favorites that every- departed after amazing the crowd
one in the audience sang along to, with a true show of their musical
such as "Roll Away Your Stone" talent and heart, showing that a
and "Winter Winds." It was al- band can retain their musical inmost as if the band had created tegrity even after growing in fame.

Ward off weight gain this school year
Tips on how to stay in shape and eat healthy as a student
BY MAHSA DINYARI
CULTURE EDITOR

It is undeniably hard to adjust
to the college world once you've
been living at home forthe summer
months, and especially difficult for
freshmen who have to adjust from
living at home all their lives. The
stressofthisadjustmentcanleadto
extreme diet and workout changes,
and some students become too
lazy to watch what they eat or to
work out. There are, however, ways
students can avoid the "freshman
fifteen" and weight gain among the
upperclassmen as well.
First, a person's diet is the basis
tokeepingfitandhealthy. Going out
to restaurants, bars, sports events,
and so on with your friends may
make it hard to watch your caloric
intake. It is important to limit your
time at places that require outside

dining. Limit yourself to one or two
nights eating out a week, because
research shows that restaurant eatingmakes a significant difference in
one's health.
Drinks also contribute to unhealthy weight gain. Many college
students reach for a soda or energy drink to keep awake during
the school year. These drinks have
an unwarranted amount of sugar,
which can not only cause weight
gain, but can seriously harm your
body. Opt for a cup of coffee (not
too many) instead, or even tea.
Also, for those who drink alcohol,
limit and keep track of your alcohol
consumption. Beers add up, as do
sugary mixed drinks and shots of
hard alcohol. It is just as important
to count how many alcoholic beverages you consume.
Fitness and exercise is also incredibly important when it comes

to keepinghealthy during the school
year. There are plenty of gyms
around the area, but as a college
student with little money, we need
other options. Madigan Gym and
Cassin Student Union both provide
exercise machines that students
can use, and there is also the weight
room. If these options are not up to
par, however, there are other ways
to work out in Moraga, as there are
a variety of gorgeous areas to hike,
walk, bike, and run, including Mt.
Diablo and the Lafayette Reservoir.
Go on a run or take your friends to
climb the hills for a fun way to stay
fit alone or with good company.
Although it may seem difficult to
stay in shape during the school year,
that is rarely the case. Be aware of
what you eatand make sure you get
exercise every now and then, as to
avoid unwanted weight gain during
the semester.

energy, and the concert as a whole
was exceedingly personable. The
night was one to remember as the

boys went out of their way to show
how much they love and appreciate their fans.

Alice Radio disappoints attendees

BY TORI STRINGER
STAFF WRITER

Alice Radio has been graciously
hosting free concerts in Golden
Gate Park for years now, which is
truly a gift if you've seen today's
ticket prices. Audience members arrived on a rather gloomy
Sunday back in June for Alice's
Summerthing, which was set
to feature Finish Ticket, Ginny
Blackmore, Sara Bareilles, and
Ed Sheeran. There were droves
of people in the park from the
beginning, packed into the gated
concert area and pressed to the
sides of the gate. It was difficult
to find seating with a good view,
so many audience members
were forced to listen rather than
watch.
Finish Ticket and Ginny Blackmore both played enjoyable sets,
while Sara Bareilles had the
whole crowd singing along. Her
song "King of Anything," however, was prolonged, and many
audience members were waiting
for Ed Sheeran to finally take the
stage. When Bareilles finished,
you could almost feel the excitement build among audience

members.
Despite the anticipation, however, an Alice Radio employee
then came out onto the stage
and crushed the crowd's hopes as
she said Ed Sheeran had not yet
arrived and they were not sure
when he would. Many dedicated
fans decided to stay and brave
the constant drizzle to see their
beloved Ed Sheeran, who arrived
later on.
Unfortunately for the Ed
Sheeran fans who decided not to
wait around, it was a huge disappointment. On the bright side,
Alice Radio will have their Now
& Zen concert on September 30
in Golden Gate Park. This concert
will feature One Republic, The
Goo Goo Dolls, Plain White T's,
and Walk Off The Earth. This
lineup is one to look forward to,
but make sure you arrive early
to avoid the endless line or even
not getting inside the gates at all.
Be prepared for unpredictable
weather, whatever it may be that
day, and get ready for a long day of
sitting on grass. The concert will
be worth it because it is free, as
long as you prepare adequately.
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SPORTS
Volleyball, Head Coach Browning prepare for a difficult conference slate
With one win and one loss against Colorado, new and veteran Gaels prepare for tough opponents
BY SIMON TRYZNA
STAFF WRITER

Following a successful run to the
NCAA Tournament and a thrilling
opening round win over San Diego
State, the Saint Mary's Gaels volleyball team have retooled and
put together a challenging out of
conference slate in hopes of making
an even deeper run in the tournament. Head Coach Rob Browning
introduced Steven Menegus and
Owen Monroy into his coaching
staff, while adding Texas transfer

Madelyn Hutson and bringing in
three highly recruited freshmen
in Nicole Powers, Alexis Salmons,
and Maegan Conroy.
"We are as enthused about kicking this season off as we have ever
been," Browning said. "Our team is
made up of an outstanding group of
people at every position and every
role. There is a palpable dedication
and desire to get going and become
as great as we possibly can be."
The Gaels teamhas been thrown
in to the fire right from the getgo. Browning and his coaching

squad have put together a very
difficult out of conference slate to
get the team running in a very difficult West Coast Conference slate,
where Saint Mary's is predicted
to finish third by the conference
coaches.
After splitting its first two games
on the road againstthe solid Pac-12
contender Colorado, with Saint
Mary's opening the season with a
3-1 win Friday before dropping a
3-1 decision Saturday, the Gaels will
host Miami and Air Force, before
going to Nebraska for the Ameritas

Players Challenge, a tough tournament against Nebraska, Dayton,
and Iowa State.
However, the Gaels do have Kristina Graven and Jordan Shaw back
this year, as both have earned a spot
on the All-West Coast Conference
preseason team.
"They're better nowthan they've
ever been," said Browning of the
two girls. "They're reallyvital to our
success ... We have to have things
done with precision and we rely on
thatalot. Theyprovidethatforus!'
Graven and Shaw will not be the

only be important pieces for the
Gaels. Saint Mary's is loaded with
quality juniors and seniorswhowill
provide leadership and experience
for the tough games ahead.
"I love it," said Browning on
his thoughts about how tough the
West Coast Conference is. "I think
all of us in the wee are proud of
how good we are and thrive on the
competitive environment in the
WCC in women's volleyball. We
want each other to do really well
leading up conference and then go
toe to toe."

FALL: Gaels enter new season Men's and women's soccer begin their season
Both teams are determined to improve on preformance

continued trom pages
newcomers Maegan Conroy, Nicole
Powers, and Alexis Salmons. Hutson is the most experienced of the
new group, appearing in 44 matches
for the Longhorns, and averaging
1.17 kills per set as a freshman.
With tenreturningplayersfrom the
2012 team that reached the second
round of the NCAA Tournament,
the team will also utilize the talent of their veteran players. Kristina Graven and Jordan Shaw both

earned spots on the All-West Coast
Conference preseason team, and
Sarah Reams returns as a strong
defender. 2012 starters Samantha
Tinsley and Dalas Dodd also return
to add more strength to the lineup
- last year, Dodd averaged almost
10 assists per set while Tinsley
finished fifth in team kills with 124.
With a win and a loss to Colorado,
the Gaels now gear up to take on
Miami this Friday.

both soccer squads picked up big on the road trip, with Edwards
wins in their home openers.
saying, "we are a better team after
Coming off a 6-12-2 season, in- this match."
The Weekend ofWelcome means cluding an awful 1-7 in conference
The men's team, starting a week
two things: the school year is just play, the Saint Mary's women's after the women's, picked up an
around the corner, and fall sports team got off to the start they were impressive 3-1 win over a difficult
have started up. After disappoint- looking for with a 3-0 win over Air Force squad. The young team,
ing campaigns by both the men's Grand Canyon on August 23.
fielding just one four-year senior,
and the women's soccer teams last
"The number one thing was the out shot the Falcons 16-12, with
year, a new season means time to shutout," said head coach Kai Ed- eight of the shots being on target,
forget last year and look ahead to wards. "It's something we worked and 13 shots being taken by a freshthe future. With this goal in mind, on all of preseason ... but also three man or a sophomore.
class-act goals."
''We scored three good goals and
Caroline Beaulne got the season we won at home against a difficult
off on the right foot with a ten opponent, so it was a great way to
yard strike in the 28th minute, start the season," said Head Coach
with assists by Vicki Shimkus and Adan1 Cooper.
Mary Fraser. In the 64th minute,
The Falcons, who already had
following a nice pass by Jessica defeated 11th ranked New Mexico
Imbrie, Briana Campos doubled 2-0 in an exhibition match earlier
Saint Mary's lead. Melissa Ma- in the season, scored in the third
drid added a third goal for Saint minute when senior forward Brian
----~~-----++-,M
,-,ary's 12 minutes later to cap off Klazura beatAndre Rawis onethe score line. The shutout was -on-one. However, the Gaels would
assured with three saves by goalie level the game when junior Bobby
Kaeli Schmidt, who earned this Conner found the back of the net
accomplishment in her first col- in the 19th minute.
legiate match.
Like the Falcons in the first half,
Despite the good result at home, the Gaels got on the board early in
Saint Mary's was unable to build the second, with red shirt freshDoug Fields, M.Div.
off the momentum in the follow- man Carlo Eikani heading home an
Author I Yooth L.etidor
ing road matches. Jessica Castillo Alan Williams goal in the 4 7th minplayed hard; taking a shot that hit ute. Despite Air Force constantly
the post and went wide. Kaeli threatening to equalize, Saint
Schmidt carried on the momen- Mary's defense held long enough
tum in the net from her first game for sophomore Will Kendall to put
against Grand Canyon with four the game away in the 87th minute
saves. Even though the Gaels with a goal in the low right corner.
fought hard, SDSU scored the only
And even with an impressive
goal of the match. A long strike win under their belt, Cooper still
from 20 yards out by San Diego acknowledged that there is still
Powerful. Flexible. Practical.
State's Jensen Skinner in the 54th plenty to work on for the young
Azusa Pacific's biblically centered Master of Arts in Youth Ministry (MAYM) program prepares men
minute, buried the Gaels, as the squad: "I think there is a lot we are
and women for the specialized field ot youth and family ministry.
11th-ranked Aztecs defeated the going to have to improve on if we
Gaelsl-0.
are zoing to compete for a wee
Learn from leading experts
On
August
30,
the
Gaels
dropped
title.
We are going to have to conStudy under thought leaders in youth and family ministry, such as Jim Burns, Doug Fields,
a
2-0
decision
at
25th-ranked
tinue
to get better. The guys work
and Mark DeVries.
Denver. Despite outshooting the hard every day and they are doing a
Pioneers in the first half, Saint goodjobsoihaveeveryconfidence
Flexible format
Mary's was down early, following a we will be able to do that."
Choose from online courses and one-week summer intensives, or a traditional classroom setting.
24th minute goal. Denver would go
The Gaels put in the hard work
Hands-on experience
on to double their score with a 74th two days later against Long Island.
Intentional integration of academic and experiential components enhances learning and
minute goal. Despite the Pioneer's After playing to a standstill at the
advances your career.
first goal in the 24th minute, the half, Saint Mary's took a 1-0 lead
Gaels did not give up, attempting early in the second half when Ever
multiple shots that unfortunately De La Torre found the back of the
failed. Melinda Madden and Jes- net of an assist by Junior Sanchez.
1a
For more information on the MAYM prograrT!,
sica Castillo both took three shots Carlo Eikani then netted his seccontact the Graduate Center at (626) 815-4564 or
on goal, while Mary Fraser took ond goal of the year to finish the
AZUSA PACIFIC
gradadmissions@apu.edu, or visit apu .edu/maym/.
two. Kaeli Schmidt had three saves scoring for the match.
UNIVERSITY
in the net for the Gaels. Although
The Saint Mary's women's team
they
would
outshoot
the
Pioneers
next
travels to Milwaukee to parOther degree programs offered:
19-16, the Gaels still could not pick ticipate in the Marquette Classic,
D.Min. I M.Div. I Pastoral Studies, M.A. I (Theological Studies), M.A.
up their first road win of the year, while the men will travel to Cal
but showed signs of improvement State Northridge.
BY SIMON TRYZNA

STAFF WRITER

Ma

SPORTS THIS

WEEK

Men's Golf
Fri. Northern Intercollegiate Dayl
Sat. Northern Intercollegiate Day2

Cross Country
Sat. Santa Clara/Saint Mary's
Dual Meet
Women's Soccer
Fri. vs Marquette at 5:30 pm

Volleyball
Sat. vs Air Force at 7:00 pm

#GoGAELS
Follow us

facebook.com/smccollegian
@smc_collegian
stmaryscollegian.com
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SPORTS
Saint Mary's Gaels fall sports preview
Cross Country, Golf, Soccer and Volleyball gear up for the tough fall season competition

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Returning from summer break,
the Saint Mary's Gaels are preparing to march into the 2013 fall
sports season. Cross Country is
looking forward to an auspicious
beginning with new Associate
Head Coach Tom Kloos, who will
bring his experiences as a coach
and former professional athlete to
the team. Kloos has worked with
national champions, national record holders, and Olympians. He
also has earned his own merits as
a three-time 3000-meter steeplechase competitor for the USA Track
& Field team and a member of the
2010USATrack&Fieldcrosscountryteam. The Gaels have two meets
before the WCC Championships
Preview meet on September 14, and
will also take part in the Stanford
Invitational on September 28 and
the Hornet Jamboree on October4.
The WCC Championships occur on
November 2 with the NCAA West
Regionals following on November
15 in Sacramento. On the men's
side, Senior Rajpaul Pannu, who
holds the school's records in both
the 8000 meter and 10,000 meter
events, returns to the team after
being named to the preseason AllWest Coast Conference team. The
women's team will also welcome
back good talent such as Junior

Cristina Garcia and Sophomore
Alyssa Horning.
Last year, Saint Mary's golf were
again crowned West Coast Conference Champions. This year, the
team returns with new talent in
former University of Oregon Golfer
Tye Gabriel. In his two years at
Oregon, Gabriel had a 75.44 stroke
average and tied for 14th place in
. the 2013 Oregon Duck Invitational
with a 2-over par 218. Over the
summer, senior Cody Robinson
and former Saint Mary's golfer Ben
Geyer participated in the llOthAnnual NCGA Amateur Match Play
Championship. Robinson returns
to the team after advancing to the
quarterfinals. The golf tean1 opens
its season this Friday at the Northern Intercollegiate in Illinois, in addition to the five tournaments and
annual Saint Mary's Invitational
that the team will also join.
Finishing third in the West Coast
Conference last year, the men's
soccer team looks to further their
success this year. The Gaels lost allWCC players Jose Cabeza, Trevor
Newquist,NathanArambula, Tariq
Adam, and Conroy Cunningham.
However, junior goalkeeper Andre
Rawls returns with an all-league
honorable mention from last season, and is joined by sophomore
defender Forrest Solis, who also
earned an honorable mention
and was name to the WCC All-

Freshman Team as anew Gael. The
Gaels won their home opener over
Air Force 3-1, and will go on to play
LIU Brooklyn and CSUNorthridge.
In women's soccer, junior midfielder Vicki Shimkus returns after
leading the Gaels in goals as a
sophomore. Jamie Turrentine and
Madison Salom are back after an
eventful summer on the Philippine
national team, while Samantha
Dion participated in the Canadian
Games this year as a member of
the Vancouver Whitecaps and the
national teams in Canada. Senior
strikers Bri Campos, a WCC AllFreshman, and Melinda Madden,
All-WCC last year, are joined by
freshman Mary Fraser, a national
player from New Zealand. She
joins nine other freshmen on the
team. The Gaels began their season
with a home opener win against
Grand Canyon, and their next home
game on September 13 against New
Mexico.
Saint Mary's volleyball team began the season with a challenging
schedule, battling Colorado, Miami,
and Air Force in the first week of
September. The team begins their
West Coast Conference season
with matches against Portland and
Gonzaga, while taking on Stanford
- a top-5 team - in between those
two games. Texas transfer Madelyn
Hutson joins the lineup witl1 other
see FALL, page 7

We're always looking for new writers. Our weekly
storyboard meeting every Monday at 6pm in
Dante 120 is a lively event allowing you to interact
with the editorial staff and to give your unique
voice a broad audience. For more information,

look closer at stmaryscollegian.com.

Look closer.
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